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contributing facts, media, and notability and other evidence of mutation. Meme Status Submission Type: Image Macro Years Uninsured Person Original Miming Mockingbird Tag Bird, Mince Blowing Mockingbird Related Entries 5 Total No Video Currently Available. No pictures are currently available. + Add a comment Patton: Oooh watch a puppy! Roman:
Uh Patton, this is a raccoon. Patton: Oh sorry, look it's Virgil! Roman: *wheezing* Roman: I messed up. Roman: Like the real bad... Patton: Oh no, what did you do? Roman: I may or may not have broken virgil headphones. Janus: Oh, your dead. It was nice to you knowing Roman. Virgil: Uh hey Prinsisi I think we're lost. Roman: The nonsense were clearly
still going the right way. Virgil: We're literally in a forest! Roman: Well, maybe we're a tad bit off course. Roman: Hey Virgil... Virgil: What? Roman: Can you get me some food? Virgil: How about no raisins you. Roman: I love you. Virgil: Well, but it has nothing to do with what you just said. Roman: Sure... I made sides as beans! I know its really nonsense, but I
thought they were funny. Roman: *Singing while on top of a table * deceit: Get off the table Roman. Roman: Well... Virgil is there any other room above the fridge? Virgil: Yes. Roman and Virgil: * Singing at the top of the fridge. * Trick: I mean you're not technically on the table. Roman: What's your most embarrassing memory? Virgil: Oh, you've never
experienced true embarrassment if you've never had cotton-eyed who danced. Roman: How do you know who cotton-eyed to dance? Virgil: *Shutter* Kotilian. Roman: I'm hard to cry. Virgil: You were crying about snakes this morning. Roman: *Start crying again* They don't have any weapons! ✨Vichi Janus✨@reddstardust made an amazing dtiys so I was
too 
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